
Shout out to….

24/02/2023

 Alfrida T and Fahmida B in 9NM. They're always consistently focused in lesson 
and working hard in History. There work is always to a high standard and they're 
always meeting the expectations of the classroom. Well Done!

 - Miss Malaveci

 Shoutout to 94/PE and 95/PE classes for a great start this term with first few 
lessons back. They have been enthusiastic demonstrating collaborative work in 
table tennis. Keep up the hard work.  

 -Mr Kayinja

 To Abdel and Danila in 9MA: Well done for completing your general 
conversation task in Spanish! Your speaking was excellent and you are always 
willing to go above and beyond. Keep the hard work up!

 -Ms Camara



Shout out to….

24/02/2023

 Fatima Tanveer for her consistent efforts and achievements in art - she 
is growing to become a thoughtful and skilled artist!

 Stacy for the most progress made in art - she is now completing all 
independent learning and is working very hard in all of her art lessons and 
producing inspiring and personal artwork!

 Logan and Mohammed Said for demonstrating a growth mind-set and 
really developing their drawing skills despite coming across challenges - I 
have been impressed with their collaboration and efforts throughout this 
term.



Shout out to….

24/02/2023

 Shout out for 9x1 and 9y1 maths classes who recently took part in very 
tricky maths challenge that many schools across the country also did. Plus, a 
special shout out to these pupils as they did exceptionally well and gained a 
bronze, silver or gold award! 

 Mr Woodhouse

 Jacqueline Anta Ferreiro and Sabinaa Mayavatheeban 9/8 Dance: Well 
done for creating and performing and outstanding dance performance based 
on the Boy Blue piece 'R.E.B.E.L'. You both pushed and challenged yourselves 
outside of your comfort zone and I was impressed how you clearly captured 
the theme of the piece! Keep up this great work!

 Ms Haywood



Shout out to….

24/02/2023

 Shoutout for 9.8 Drama. 
 All students had a fantastic first lesson on stage combat. 
 The students were mature and worked well with their partners to create 

their own realistic stage fighting scenes and all performed with exceptional 
physical control and spatial awareness. I am very excited to see the work 
they create in their next lesson. 
Mr Summers

 Shoutout for Ahmed Gasaali who had a brilliant first Volleyball lesson. 
Ahmed showed great skill when playing the 'dig' shot and was able to help 
his classmates understand some of the rules of Volleyball.
Mr Withers


